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SUMMARY

The present report describes a device for ascertain-
ing the bending and b-~ckling effect in stress measure-
ments on shell structures accessi”ole from one side only.
Beginning with a discussion of the relationship between
flexural strain and certain parameters, the respective
errors of the test method for great or varia.”~le skin cur-
vature within the test range are analyzed and illustrated—
by specimen example.

A. INTRODUCTION

The practical use of the data of individual strain
measurements on thin-wall shell structures with the usual
instrumental means, say, for checking the mathematical
principles, is frequently open to question leca-~se of the
disturbing effect of flexua~ strains induced by more or
less severe bulging of the skin. &fOderII structural meth-
Ods Of air frames do net permit the elimination of flex-
ural strains in many cases through measurements from two
sides. These strains may be of considerable extent even
though invisible to the naked eye, As a result the con-
ventional strain gages do not always give reliable val-
ues for the strains in the median layer.

**Untersuchungen zur Erfassung des Biegungs- bzw. Beulungs-
einflusses bei Spannungsmessungen an nur einseitig zugang-
lichen Schalenkonstruktionen ,“ J.uftfahrtforschung , vol.
18, nos. 2-3, March ,29, 2941, pp. 95-101.
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., a) Difference of Strain Between Median Plane.,. . ... ,.. ,. .,.“,.,. .

and Neutral Fiber.,.. . .,.,,.”” .,,’

The sik”e of th’{ flexuia”l stra.’in”i“s most easily ap-
parent fron figure 1. A -panel of thickness d is bent
to a radius R

.
in the” middle layer without being strained,

denoting the flexural strain occurring on the surface.

Assuming a linear law of’’distribution for the flex-
ural strains, figure 1 yields the relation

. . . . . . . . .. . .. .,.,x . ,., .. .
hence. ,..,,, .“, ,., .,,. ,.

..,. ,., ... . .,,. . .
Al - cei l::,..,. “. .. ’,””,—- (1)
1 2R

. .,,. ,. .,..-,
The ensuing arg~J.rnen’~”s“are based upon the assumption

that the interior of the shell structure is inaccessible;
hence the,degree of bulging of the skin ,can only,.be ascer-.......,ta~ned”f~om”-th~ “o~{si’~e~ “’ - ‘:,““ ,’ ‘“”,,’ , ,: ,,,

..,. . .. . ..... ’.”.‘. ”-, .:..., .:.”” .-...:
. “’”~e.xt”v~~u<~ize; ~:devi~e ““mouri~ed‘“oq ‘t~e bulged “area,,...,

of a shei.l,with “two “fixed ‘t~ps~’.S ,millirneters ‘apart and
“a movable c<~ter pin; ‘ti’<~posit-i~”n of w~ich ,i~~fts rela-
tive”to: {hi two’!6,ther t’ips”’depe,nding, on””t’h,eamount. of’,...
c,urva.t,ur”e“of”.t,,he“area’. .(’See,fig. 2\.,) ‘1’f‘within this.
length .,the,,b”ul,g,eis of Circular shap~,i ,S ,b,ec,omesa
chord of this ‘circulSr ,sliape., Th&,n”the ‘h.eigh,t~ f of “the
bulge ‘above a“ c“hord iS ‘Ia”nindication for. ,t~e defl.ec.tio.n
of”’the surface in the particular test ,dir,ectio.n~,for
which, according” ‘to”fi’gure”3:

. . . .. . .,, ...,.,, . . . .

whence ,,.
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~

... -, :. .,,,.,. ... .,. - ~2, +_.@. -: - ,,,,, . .,, . .
r= /2;=

2f
~+$ (2),.,.’..’.’ .:’” ‘,’:. ...,

......

or, for sufficiently small f:

f{~
.,,2

‘QJ_R=2f-+ (3)
.,...:, ,

Thus the radius of curvat.~re of the neutral layer
can he ‘defined according to equation (3) from the height
f of the bulge, which can be measured by means of the
device showii”in figtire 2,

Combin~ng’ equ’ations (1) a“nd (2) gives

.,

2
an.cl.,,w.h.enneglecting the term with f :

;T’or Q<l,

(
equation (5) “~~ves, after expansion ins\2

5;

series

(5)

.,.,... ,’, .- ;. .,.. .-, . .,. : .:, ,., , . .....’ ,.’, .,.

,he~c~e”:,” ,,, .:, .: . . ... .....
., .,.

~,+. . . . “’EZ(M’”~ (6)
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If the curvature is convex (fig. 3), f is positive.

The error of formula (6) is very small under ordinary
conditions, as seen from the appended table.

TABLE I

ERROR OF XQUATION (6)

(d =lmm, ~=lOmm)
2

..

CX104
4’

1

f
C“X1O

~ Acxlo4equations (1) and (2) ea.uation (6) ~
(mm) }

I
0.1 10.01 i 10

~
0,01

.01 ‘1 ~1.0001 }
1’ 0001

.001 .100001 .1 ‘. 000001
\

If, under any loads, the deflection of the area
ri9es from a value f, to a valxe f~, the increment in
flexural strain amounts to (fig. 4)

:+2 A f
-; ‘w ‘

(7)

(8)

●

Now the curvometer illustrated in figure 2 can be
combined with a strain gage. To this end, visualize the
two fixed tips tobe mounted movable so that - after
rigid connection with :th~ experimental object ‘- they
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.—
~~y’ie’I’@”tO th”e’strains oftthe ~ody. “’Coriforming to the
length change of the two tips, equation (’7) then should,

.. strictly speaking, be written in the,form

.. . ... ..... .... ..... .......... . .. ,,., -.,.
,, .. ...-”. .,,. .:.,, . ... .. . .

,.c=a%n-y. ,,
But it becomes readily apparent that the difference

of the two lengths S1 and Sa is usually p~gli~.ibly
small, so that equation (8’) remains applicable. ‘“

The extent o.f the.om.is,sions in:,the derivation of
equation (?3) is illustrated on an example.

...:,,

Supposing the curvature radius Rl of a panel strip
,of 1 millimeter thickness changes to R2 under continued

str’sinless deflection Of:”trfie:“ked’iiin’layer (’fig’.’5“); so
that the increment in surfac~ bending s“trai’ncan be
readily computed from formula (l). It gives for

>,. $a =0.002506

~“l..=.’~9’g:,5-~m”.’ .. “, . ,.,, .;.and R2 = 199”.5 mm

,:
61’= Q-.oo~”5:Q()”:“”: ‘:-..,., , ;“”, “’:”.-

hence:,’acco~ding”’to ‘equa:}i~~“(~)” ‘
. .’, .“’ “.. .,,. , .,,’., . .. .,..,. ..,.,
.’.,-.!

‘c-=-“2’2’;‘kl ‘=”’ ‘“””“’““,.,., +oJ3020@ >: +:?j”.”o’~x 10-4’ ““”“’ (9).;,. . . ...... ...,..

..,. , .,
, ,..

.

.
Ne’x’i“; ;ss:urne,tha~’‘i”i’st”ate”1 o’~,th~’”b,~”~,y’,

,“.“”.. a.,g”a~elength of
,.

,... I) ,:20ma,,~..,;,IJ) .,,10mm, (rise, of arc)
,. . .

is available”. ‘4*C. iengt,b”..b “ ““”’”m ,,.~~.~~e,.pe”dian la”yer remains.
unchanged durin”g tr”ans”iiion from ‘state I to state II ac-
cording to assumptio~.

..... . . . .. ..... . . .. .
Then the” quantities .fl, f“a; S1, S2 assume the fol-

lowing values:
,.. ... .,.

. . ,’., ,, ..,,.... .,- ... . . .....
:“..

.“ ,.
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a) fl= 0105000 mrn
~1

‘-fl = 0.01250”mm.- . . .:, ,.
f2’ = 0.25 GJ96 mm ‘“ :’ f~ = 0.06275 mm

Af = f~-f~= +0.20096 mm Af = f~ - fl = +0.05025 mm

sl = 20.00050 mm - S1 = 10.00000 mm..

s~ = 20.032.05 mm ~ S2 = 10,01904 mm

S.ZJ- S1 . +0,03205 mm S2 - S1 = +0.01904 mm

whence, according to” approximate formula” (8)
,. ...

~)”~= +0.002010 = +20.10 x 10-4 -’1
,. (lo)

II) c = +O.!IO2O1O = +20.10 x 10-4 j

..
The discrepancies (s 0.2 percent) between the, results (9)
and ‘(10) are in.;+i,gnificani..... .,.. .,.,..

. ..’,:.,.,:....’.. . ..’..’.

b). ,Effect of Shortening of Chord ~~.,. .,

Under the present curvature conditions it is impor-
tant to bear in “mind that in reality a tensometer merely
records the change in chord length, SO. in the foregoing
case a fictitiously attached instrument would, even under
a strain-free deformation of the median layer, indicate
a deflection the’ ‘cause of which is the change in gage
length due to the deflection. An increasing curvature is
always indicated “by ‘an apparent negative strain.

Formula< arid“curves for predicting the amount of
chord shortening are giyen. ,Under a deflection f of .
gage” length “S an a“pp:ar“e:nt strain (fig, 6):

c=~ occurs; . . ,, (11),.,. s ,,
...

in this case the formula (fig., 2)

—-..,,...—. . .. ..-——..-.
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is. r-eadi,ly.So:lved by ap’prox~:rn’at~.on , and gives .,x - and.
~~~%enc e-:.6 ‘as funct’ion ‘:o”f:.Y.: . ..~~~~~ ...

,., ., ..,... ......’:. .. . . ..
Equation (2) itself gives,.. ..

.,,.

~~ “’” !=”= “’.““ :’: “’ ““-
., ?2f ,..

,. ,.

with r as ,,afunction of f.. This equatio,n..by sufficiently
10V f coincides” very cl’osely wit”h an” equilateral hyperbola,
whereas equations (11) and “(12) combined approximately to
a parabola of the form

(13)

The transcendental equation (12) -[ + equation (.11)] in

the “following range can”:be replaced wit’h”an error’ [ <’$Ix104

< 0.05”. by th~” fo~mula’ (13”): “, . ‘, ~~

‘,

gage length, ” 10 mm O< ~ f 1 < -0.3 mm ““ ~

gage len:gth 20” mm 0<lfl<-006 mm’” ~

as exemplified by the. cur:ves of figure 7. .,

,.
In the example above the pertinent test instruments

would have afforded a related strain
. . ,: ..,.,

:~)’ ~= ‘2 - ‘1”= +O0001G(32 & +1602”x 10-4:
S1

~~ I ,(14)
II) ~= S.2”- S1 = +0.001904 := +19.04 x.lo-4’ ,,.

‘s1
..;.

as against +20.06 “X 10-4”,ac~ording JO equation’ (9). This
appreciable difference is. removed .i~,,the...correction factors
(-Ac )

I 1) E2= - 4.23 X 10-4 11’) c~= ,- 1.02 x 10.-?1

cl=-. 16X -M-4” ““

.. ,
-4’

\
(15)

61*’- .04 X’lcl
I

Ac= - 4.0’? x 10-~ AC= - 0.98 x 10-4
J
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read from the ‘curves of figure 7 are applied to the “values
Of equatiori (14), resulting in practically complete agreem-
ent with equation (9) and (10), respectively.

Since the effect of shortened chord length can, ac-
cording to this, become very serious, it is recommended
for smaller curvature radii to secure these by means of a
suitable instrument such as figure 2, and to allow for the
apparent c of figure 7, or else resort to shorter gage
lengths. But it has no effect on the result, whether. arc
a]b= 20.00034, b)b= 10.00004 replaces S1 ,in the
denominator of equation (14).

-..

However, in many strain measurements the solution of
quantities Af, that is, the use of equation (8) will be
sufficient.,,

c) Penetration of Tips

Further it is necessary to find the cbrre’c’kion fac-
tor to be ,a.pplied.to equation (8) as a result of.the pen-
etration of” the tips in “the skiny The a-ire’in all strain
measurements will be a minimum and constant initial pres-
sure consistent with the solid seating of the instrument.
The depth of penetration, of course, is of so much greater
influence as’ the panel thickness is less. It may depend
also upon the type and thickness of the plating layer if
A1-Cu-Mg alloys are involved.

The determination of such” factors is withheld for the
present, pending a special study.

...

d) Variation of Curvature

The present arguments were always based on the as-
sumption that ‘the”particular object within the gage
length of the tensometer resembles in,its form a simple
arc of a circle, The following lines are dedicated to the
extent to which the application of the ‘equation, espe-
cially.equatidn (8), is justified for bulge-height’ curves
ofva,rying curvatures ‘within range of “thetensomet”er gage
length.

To this end several computations for th6 10”and 20’
millimeter gage length were carried out, of which figure
8 illustrates a sector of the bulge-height curves on a

..— .-. . .———- , , , .-...-— , , , ,-,,,,-.,.,.. , ,,,,,,, ,,,,,. ,, .-.,-m, , 11 11
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. . . ,, ,, -,.:. . . .,
cyli-”ndrical duralumin’ panel (wall thickness of skin = 0.6
mm) stiffened in pressure direction. These conditions are
now simulated in sonewhat modified form for the subsequent
study:

An originally flat sheet panel of thickness d = 1
millimeter is so bent that its median layer - with’out under-
going any strain - follows the equation

.. .
\“

Y = A sin !~2n & ~ (16)
\ A)

with A = 1.5 millimeters, A = 100 millimeters (fig, 9).

It is readily apparent that in this instance extreme
curvatures occur similar to those used in the earlier ex-
ample.

The problem now is divided into

I. An exact calculation of the flexura.1 strain at
the surface ‘oy integration,

II. Calcul~tion of resultant strain for the same
zone according to equations (1) and (8), respectively

The latter is termed the, !fthree-point method” for
short. For purposes of comparison both computations are
made : >nce , for the staridard gage length 1 of the
Huggenberger tensometer of 20 millimeters, then, for
i = 10 millimeters. .,,

In order to limit the scope of the calculations,
these are made at only one point of the sine curve, that
is, in the zone of m’aximum change of I/p, with p the
radius of the curvature. According to figure 10, the
desired place o.f,the function ‘l/p is close to 65°.

I. Integral method.- The strain at the surface is
readily defined. I?rom figure 11

dAb—= L.
dV 2’ (17)

is readily deduced; whence the total lengthening of the

,,, , m ,., ,, , , .,,. --,.-,-.,,., ,., .,.. -,,--, . ----- ——...— ..--——..
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arc for an interval denoted by numerals 1 and 2ati.otints:to.,, ,

U2 .,.

r

:.
Ab = & dV (18)

2~.l?l, ; ,- .,., .
I “ .

,’..
....$,.”. ,,

and the angle of the normal u follows the relation

tan v=-

Then:

and

/ \

,.,-,., ,. .’,.

Equation (18) then gives

With the aid of the transformation

(16))

(19)

,(20)

(21)
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,- we get’
.,,

22 .“

d ;“
,-

1
Z*

Ab=Z
.1 1

dz =
1
~ arc tan z

1+22 2
z~ 21

(22)

.. . .. . . .
.,,

while the reinsertion of equation ‘(21) in ‘e’quation (22)
finally gives

.
with the related strain at

cinte.gr
. AL

b . ., , :. . ,“. ” .’,
,..

where b follows from the sine curve at
.

Equation (25) can be reduced to the elliptic integral
of the second category

CP”

PE (9, k) = - 1 - ka” sin 2T
o

dcp
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then gives

with the abbreviation

A
~ 41-r2

kz = T

1+
A2 4’na

A2

(26)

(27)

In this manner the strain in a cert~in test zone is
obtained by ea.uations (?3), (?4), and (?5).,

II. Three-p oint r,ethod. - This method is most easily
explained by means of figure 12. The desired bending
strain is found from the curvature radius of the median
layer by means of equation (1) instead of equation (8).
The value is secured in the following manner: Assume
that the points bounding the arc b (equation (25)) of the
median lsyer have the coordinates (xl, yl) and (xa, Y2).
Then define the coordinates of point P3 (X3, y~) in fig-
ure’ 1’2,located on the one hand, on the median perpendicular
of the chord PI P2 and on the sine curve, on the other.
The equation of the perpendicular reads:

x=- (28)JLy + Xm + m
Ym

where
m Y2 - Y1—= (29)
Ym xa - xl

The intersection P3 follows from the insertion of
equation (28) in equation (16), The solution of this
transcendental equation by a.pproxima.tion gives 73 $ and
equation (28) the related X-J. Next , the radius of a

circle placed through the points Pl, Pa, a%d P3 must be
defined. With xM, YM as coordinates of the center of

the circle, we get the three equations
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(.xn - x# + (yn - y~,)~ = R2; n = 1, 2, 3 (30)

from which ‘M, yM, ‘a.nd R.. can be computed. ,

Hence .’ c3 points itself ,is k~.own.

The following relates the result of the numerical
computations, where; as a.lready~.emphasized , the bulge- ‘
height curve (according to equation (16)) at the point
corresponding to the angle a = 65° is to be subjected to ,
closer study. Table II contains the numerical data for
the median layer.

., :.., TABLE 11 ....

DATA FOR MEDIAN LAyER (EQUATION (16))
IN THE RANGE OF THE TIIST POINT

-

x

mm

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

21.6’
25.2
28.8
32.4
36.0
39.6
43.2
46.8
50.4
54.0
57.6
61.2
64.8
68.4
72.0
75.6
79.2
82.8
86.4
90,0
93.6
97.2

Y
mm

0.5522
.6387
.7227
.8037
.8817
.9561

1.0268
1.0935
1.1558
1.2135
1.2665
1,3145
1.3572
1.3947
1.~267
1.4529
1.4735
1.48~2
1.4970
1.5000
1.4970
1.4882

R’

cm

46.40
40.11
36.00
31.84
28.99
26.74
24;86’
23.29’
22.05
21.02
20.12
19.37
18.74
18.21
17.78
17.47
17.22
17.04
16.95
16,89 ‘
16.95
17.04

‘1/R
cm-l ,,,,..!

0.()~16
.0249
.0278 ‘
.0314
.0345
.0374
.0402” .
.0429
● 0454
.0476
.0497
.0516
.0534
.0549
.0562
.0572
.0581
.0587 ‘
.0590
.0592
.0590
.0587
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$ccording to this tabulation, the curvature radius of
the sine curve within the explored piece ranges between
46.40 and 17.04 cent.i~etere.. The calculations refer, as
previously indicated,’ once, to a gage length of around 20
millimeters, and then, to about 10 millimeters, the se-
lected limiting points leing:

a) 20 millimeter gage length b) 10 millimeter gage length

xl = 6, yl = 0.5522 mm xl = 11, yl = 0.9561 mm

X2 = 26, y2 = 1.4970 mm X2 = 21, y~ = 1.4529 mm

Equations (23) and (25) give for the cited interval:

a) Ab = 0,04666 mm b) Ab = 0.02453 mm

b = 20.0301 mm b = 10.0134 mm z

he.~ce, according to equation (24):

a) eintegr = 0.002330 b) ‘integr = 0.002450 (31)

According to the three-point method

a.) R = 20~.55 mm b)R= 202.42 mm

which, according to table 11, closely approach the R
relating to x..= 16.

‘Whence, according to equation (l),with $= 0.5 mm

a)c = 0.002409 b)c ‘ = 0.002470 (32)3points Spoints

A comparison of the results (equations ‘(31) end (32) re-
veals departur~s from’the true value to the amount of

.,.

a) Ac = 0.000079’ b) Ac: = 0.000020
,.

or Aczo= ‘3.4 peicent A E’l”o= .8 percent

,.

*The values for the elliptic integrals were obtained I)y
interpolation from Legendrels Tables (pu%lished by F.
Erode, Stuttgart, 1931).
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In view “of the not inconsiderable buckling of the
sheet , the experimental findings can be summed up to the
effect that the standard 20-millimet!er gage length of the
extensively employed .Huggenberger tensometer” (type A)
will fail onlyin very extreme cases:

That the sine formula chosen for the buckling curve
actually reproduces the curvature.,c.onditions of the ini-
tially considered true buckling curves (fig. 8) is
readily app~rent from a harmonic analysis of the perti-
nent piece of the curve,

The

Ymm

,..
.

.,

use o’; 12 ord.inat”es afforded ,.

= -“”2’’+o*’58c0s(w~\ (3 -2=
- 0.165 COS !’2~ x : + 0.028 COS

( A} )(Tx

~ 2-ir ?- 0:.olocos {4 — x + 0.007 Cos
(5&x

:\ A ) \A )
{ \.

- 0.002 C~S i\6%x j
/ I

f’‘J~
- 1.634 sin; Lx’! - 0.120 sin

“\A / ‘ k?x)
\

- 0.024 sin 1“3 ~ ~

(
‘+ 0.004 sin

.->.,,.. .A...’X’ ,
(4 ~ x)

..<. :“”

“’(

,.
“Y””””””’

-,~.002 sin “5%X1
A’ /

the greatest term of which is,, ..

x.? .-1 634 sin~ 2V. ., )( A= .11109 mm).:\~~, ;
. . . . ,-

,...
.,. (1: .@@Oti~TER”AS AtJ~ILI&Y D&ICE

,,. .,, ... ., ,...
.FO.R..~~$SOMETERS - APPLICATION.,. ,,..

.,, ,., ,.
,...

...
Following ‘the .descriotion of the method of $ecuring

the flexural s~rain ’’~~-observa.tion of the height of the
bulge, its practictil app~ic~tion merely requires an

I —
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auxiliary device, attached to a tensometer, which enables
an accurate record of the deflection of the test area. A
number of such instruments to fit the Huggenberger ten-
someter of 20-.millimeter gage “lengt”h:were constructed, in
the experimental section of “t”he“Focke-Wulf Aircraft
Company. The motion of a movable tip at rni.dcenter is re-
produced at about 125 amplif~ca.tions ,by”.a pointer on a
Scale . Other i’~struments with greater amplification .
(i % 450) also are being constructed. ‘.,’”

,:,
The essential chara,cteris’tic of the proposed method

is that the curvature measurem.e,nts are made concurrently
with the strain measurements- (German patent applied for. )
The use of a device developed by Dr. A. Huggenberger as
well as of others operating on similar, principles is, for
several reasons, not recommended on thin’-wall shell struc-
tures. (See R6tscher-Jaschke, Auswertung von Dehnungsmes-
sungen, Berlin 1939, pp. 88-91.)

Suppose strain measurements havs been made on the
surface of a.,she”llby the” known Wys” method with 4 test
directions a., b, c, d, whereby a~c, b~d,
(a,b) = 45 .

and angle
Then it is readily Seen from Eulersf formula

for the curveture of a surfa”ce,. according to which

1 i i.+i—’+ — = —
R=Ra ,- Rb. Rd

(35)

,.. . . .

that the computed bending strain’ and recorded height of
bulge, respectively, must approximately satisfy a cor-
responding summati on formuia, that is, according to equa-
tion (8)

Lfa + &fc = &fb + ~fd (36)

It is to “be noted that for great curvatures or cur-
vature changes the E values obt~ined by tensometer
cannot - because of the effect illustrated in figure 7 -
satisfy t~~e invariance “condition of the c sum of two
directions a.t ri.gnt angles to each other at one point -,.
instrumental errors di~counted altogether - as proved by
a test with a Huggenberger tensometer of 20–millimeter
gage length with a~tacfied curvometer. The test specimen
was a 120 X 350 X 0.5 mill’im.eter steel sheet fsstened a.t
the top of an arc m,ade of wood en~ bent to R $= 200

..—.- . . ,, ,..,, ,, ,,.. . ,.,,,. ,..,,,,.,,,,.—, . ,..
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,..
‘miili-mete”rs by applying’ti>”~ght~ (P”’”=--()to” 2-”’k&),

,..-—
The read-

ings were made on the tensometer at O and 2 kilogram
load. The area around the gage length was polished before
testing. The test data are given in table III.

As is seen, the experimental 6 values of the con-
dition ~e + cc = ~b + Cd are satisfied only after apply-
ing the corrections from equation (15).

The extent to which the flexural strains can distort
the desired stress distribution pattern is illustrated by
a measurement on a wing-span web (A1-Cu-Mg alloy, s = 0.75
mm): the uncorrected c values .gavc the principal stress
values shown in figure 14b, while the E values corrected
for bulging (according to equation (8)) are shown’ in fig-
ure 14a. The corresponding numerical values are given in
table IV.

TABLZ IV

NUMERICAL VALUES TO FIGURE 14

a) al = -678 kg/cm2 b) -1060 kg/cm2

u~ = 558 kg/cm2 460 kg/cm2

T
max ‘ .618 kg/cma 760 kg/cm2

a= -37.5° -36.4°

In the case of simple longitudinal stresses in struts,
etc., the test method also assumes satisfactory results at
places not accessible from both sides,

Translation by J. Vaniek,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

,, .,, ,,,,, ,-!! -!.. .!!. ! ,,,,. .,.,, —-. —.. .--—.. . . .- -—-—-—..——
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TABLE III

STEEL :S~ET (AIRCRIFT IJAT3RIALST.RAINMEASURJIMENTSOIT

1263.1, d R$0.5+ rmfi)Or VARYIITGCURVATUR3

. .
‘ Rem_arks ~d

G.097

.094

.933

.130

1..05

&.24

5.29

a c

0.003

.002”

.003

:“006’

o

0.02

‘.0? .4

b A percent*
-.——.——..._.

a+c
.—.——..—

0.208

.202

.047

.255

4:

I)+d
———.

0.’208

.202

.’C46

. :~51j.

2.06

0.205

.200

. o~~

,.249

4.

ool~l

.10/3

.013

.124

1.01

5.14

6.15”

& irini dial gage . ,

1: mm dial &&e ~
1000. ,,

1“

fl.-t~df c&+ometer,

.
—. (eql~ation13) ,.

.—-. ..———

c x 104

c
correct x 104

8.6

1.9

7./39 9.3/3

11..44

tensOmeter .

(a+c)-(b+d~x loo
~~b+d)

* A percent .
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AL

Figure l.-Explanation of
eq. (1).

\
\

r

R

Figs.1,2,3,4,5

E
b-l

meter.

Figure 3.-Ide&ification of
height f of bulge.

of

Figure 4.-Indentificationof
eq. (8).

tensometer

Figure 5.-Indentification of numerical
Cxamplc .

a) State 1, b) state 2.

—
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CX104 mm
-, ... ,.,..._. .. . . .. ..... 6,0 -,. pooo

..—-
~ob. ~agb ~enE ~

—20 fi ;
,

5.0 + 1 2500
I1
I 1’

I

p*:::;Jn :: Pi,

..- 2,0 \
apparent e in \

I
bending. %,0 “. “

On final setting of tips. *,‘,>..
Setting after start of bulging o --......-—-

5 0.20 0.25

Figure 7.-Apparent c indicated on
tensomctcr under scvcrc
deflection of skin.

~L________________—————===---=_.

“’~--’” ~
2/3 ~iz~ ‘

Figure 8.-Bulgo-hcight curves of a compressed
cylindrical panel of aircraft material
3116.5(bulging between stiffcncrs,orig-
inal curves 2.7 :1).

Figure .-Explanation o
.-.-._e_

o 30
Fig..me10.-Curvatur~Oconditionsof

curve y = sin x
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“iFigure 11.-Dcrivatlon of
bending strain

at surface of sinusoidally
curved sheet.

Figs. 11,12,13,14

r

\

\—— m x

Figure 12.-Illustration of throc-point
method.

“yk~.– &L:
.5 10 15’‘ 20 25 U&x

Tibgre 13.-Arc length of median layer
(enlarged) (c.f. table 2).
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~ f+ i–--if3_

7igure 14.-Principal stresses for 1.0 Psi, E=70%10%g/cm2,

p= 0,3.
a) From e-values corrected for buckling.
b) From uncorrected e-values.
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